Recent theoretical and experimental attemps have been successful in finding magnetic Weyl semimetal phases, which show both nodal-point structure in the electronic bands and magnetic orders. Beyond uniform ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic orders, nonuniform magnetic textures, such as domain walls and skyrmions, may even more enrich the properties of the Weyl electrons in such materials. This article gives a topical review on interplay between Weyl electrons and magnetic textures in those magnetic Weyl semimetals. The basics of magnetic textures in non-topological magnetic metals are reviewed first, and then the effect of magnetic textures in Weyl semimetals is discussed, regarding the recent theoretical and experimental progress therein. The idea of the fictitious "axial gauge fields" is pointed out, which effectively describes the effect of magnetic textures on the Weyl electrons and can well account for the properties of the electrons localized around magnetic domain walls. arXiv:1910.07774v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetism has always been a fundamental concept in materials science. Along with the development of quantum mechanics, we have understood the behavior of spins contributing to magnetism, and have succeeded in designing various magnetic materials that exhibit exotic features useful for applications [1] . Further technological developments have enabled us to manipulate spins microscopically, called spintronics [2, 3] , which may possibly help us design highly efficient nanoscale devices that operate at high speed, with low energy consumption, etc. The discovery of the giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect and its aplication to magnetic heads in hard disks are perhaps the most established and successful achievements in spintronics [4, 5] . As well as writing and readout of magnetization in magnetic nanostructures, detection and manipulation of nanoscale spin textures in magnetic materials have been intensely studied, aiming to make use of those tiny objects as carriers of information in future devices [6, 7] . Various magnetic materials, including both metals and insulators, have been synthesized and investigated, to find peculiar features of materials that may be useful for spintronics.
Recent studies have struggled for realizing magnetism in topological materials, namely the materials whose characteristic electronic structures are protected by spatial and internal symmetries of the system and thus classified by topology [8, 9] . The most famous class of topological electronic systems is perhaps topological insulator, which shows gapless states on the surface and is characterized by Z 2 topological invariants defined with the bulk electrons [10] [11] [12] . The surface electrons of topological insulators show striking features, namely the linear (Dirac) dispersion robust under disorder, strong locking between electron momentum and spin degrees of freedom, etc., which have been attracting interest toward their application as well [13] . By combining these surface Dirac electrons with magnetism, using magnetic heterostructures or magnetic dopants in experiments [14] , various new phenomena were proposed and successfully observed: the quantum anomalous Hall effect [15] [16] [17] [18] , universal magneto-optical response [19, 20] , spin-charge conversion [21, 22] , current-induced control of magnetization (spin-transfer torque) [23, 24] , etc.
While topological insulators exhibit gapless states on the surface, recent studies have discovered the classes of materials showing topologically protected gapless states in the bulk, which are termed Dirac and Weyl semimetals [25] [26] [27] . Dirac/Weyl semimetals, distinguished by degeneracy of the gapless states, are characterized by linearly dispersed bands (Dirac/Weyl cones) around certain band-touching points in momentum space. These band-touching points, namely the Dirac or Weyl points, serve as topological objects with monopole charges in momentum space [28] , which give rise to the geometrical phase (Berry phase) of the electrons and thus contribute to the anomalous transport properties, such as the anomalous Hall effect or the spin Hall effect [29] [30] [31] [32] . Various unusual phenomena, such as the negative magnetoresistance due to the chiral anomaly [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] , quantum oscillations related to the surface-involved Weyl orbits induced by a magnetic field [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] , nonlinear optical responses [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , etc., have been proposed and observed in Weyl semimetals. Moreover, Weyl semimetals with their Weyl cones tilted to the Fermi surface, namely type-II Weyl semimetals, are also of great interest [50] . Due to their unconventional Fermi surface structure, modification of magnetic quantum oscillations [51] , superconductivity [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , optical activity [61] [62] [63] [64] , etc., have been expected and observed in type-II Weyl semimetals.
Weyl semimetals with broken inversion symmetry have been experimentally realized in TaAs [65] [66] [67] [68] , NbAs [69] , TaP [70] , etc. On the other hand, the Weyl semimetal phase without time-reversal symmetry due to magnetism has been theoretically proposed from the early days [71, 72] . Over the last few years, several ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials hosting Weyl electrons have been numerically demonstrated and experimentally verified [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] . The combination of spin-orbit coupling and magnetism is essential to retain the band crossing at each Weyl point, from which we are expecting strong interplay between the magnetism and the electronic prop-erties around the Weyl points in those "magnetic Weyl semimetals".
Regarding the above interests, this article reviews recently developing researches on magnetic Weyl semimetals, especially focusing on the interplay between nonuniform magnetic textures and behavior of Weyl electrons. As seen in ordinary magnetic materials, magnetic textures, namely spatial or temporal modulation of the (anti)ferromagnetic orders, enrich the electronic properties in comparison with those under uniform and static orders. In magnetic Weyl semimetals, such effects can be efficiently treated with the help of the idea of fictitious axial electromagnetic fields [78] , which is the main focus of this review. The idea of the axial electromagnetic fields, or gauge fields, was first introduced to describe physics of elementary particles [79] , and is now frequently employed for Dirac and Weyl quasiparticles in condensed matter to describe effects of various types of spatial and temporal modulations in the systems [80] .
This article is organized as follows. In Section II, I review common topics about magnetic textures in conventional magnetic materials, and see how they alter the electron transport behavior, for later comparison with the case in Weyl semimetals. In Section III, I review current research status about the axial electromagnetic fields in Weyl semimetals by starting with a minimal model Hamiltonian, and list up their effects on the structure and transport properties of Weyl electrons. In Section IV, I focus on the properties of magnetic domain walls in magnetic Weyl semimetals, as typical magnetic textures possibly seen in experiments. In Section V, I summarize recent theoretical and experimental achievements toward realization of magnetic Weyl semimetal phase, and discuss how the axial electromagnetic field picture can be applied in the proposed systems. Finally, I conclude this article with some future prospects about interplay between magnetism and topological electron systems in Section VI.
II. MAGNETIC TEXTURES IN NORMAL METALS: SPIN GAUGE FIELDS
In this section, I review general theories accounting for the interplay between magnetic textures and electron dynamics in normal magnetic materials, which shall be compared with the treatment in Weyl semimetals for our better understanding. Topological magnetic textures are characterized by topological invariants defined in real space, which cannot be created or unwound unless they are perturbed by any topological defects. Thanks to this topological robustness, these magnetic textures can be macroscopically described as isolated objects; in the context of spintronics, a lot of attempts have been made to efficiently manipulate magnetic textures, in order to make use of them as carriers of information in future devices such as magnetic racetrack memories [6, 81] and logic gates [82] .
Magnetic domain walls are perhaps the most commonly seen magnetic textures in materials, since domain structure is necessary to reduce magnetostatic energy from stray field. Domain wall dynamics has been widely observed in magnetic materials, which has given us good understanding of the spin torques that can be present in each system [83, 84] . Magnetic skyrmions, namely pointlike structures characterized by swirling spin textures inside, also play an important role in the studies on magnetic materials. While skyrmions usually form lattice structure, called skyrmion crystal, at ground state, detection and manipulation of individual skyrmions have been successfully demonstrated in recent experiments [85] [86] [87] .
For electric manipulation and detection of such magnetic textures, we need to understand the interplay between electron transport and magnetic textures. Electron transport through metallic magnets is affected by magnetic textures via the adiabatic phase (Berry phase) accumulated on the electron wave function, since the electron spin gets eventually modulated by the localized spins in the magnetic textures. This Berry phase effect can be encoded into the fictitious "spin electromagnetic fields" for the electrons, which act on the majority and minority spin states of the electrons under spin splitting by the exchange interaction [88, 89] . Topological magnetic textures and their dynamics can host spin electromagnetic fields, which alter the electron transport through the spin textures, in a similar manner with the ordinary electromagnetic fields. Here we briefly review the idea of spin electromagnetic fields and see some typical phenomena that are twell described by this idea. (See References [83, 90, 91] for detailed reviews on spin electromagnetic fields.)
Let us start with the minimal model for conduction electrons under magnetic textures,
where m is the effective mass of the electron and p = −i∇ is the momentum operator. The second term represents the exchange interaction between the electron spin, denoted by Pauli matrices σ, and the local magnetic moment in the magnetic texture, with its direction given by the unit vector n = (sin θ cos φ, sin θ sin φ, cos θ), where J(> 0) is the exchange coupling energy. The key idea to obtain the spin electromagnetic fields is to rotate the magnetization n to a fixed quantization axis, namely zaxis, which is achieved by the SU(2) unitary transformation with the matrix U (r, t) = e i θ 2 σy e i φ 2 σz .
By the unitary transformation
the transformed Hamiltonian H takes the form
where the SU(2) gauge fields (A A A, A 0 ) are given by
In general, these gauge fields are in 2×2 matrix structure. If the spin splitting J is larger than any other energy scales so that the interband transition can be neglected, their diagonal components, namely the projection onto U(1) subspace, dominantly affect the electron transport. Focusing on the majority spin state, which correspond to the lower component of the electron wave function, the projection of (A A A, A 0 ) onto the majority spin state reads
These gauge fields yield fictitious electromagnetic fields
which read in terms of the local magnetization vector n,
As long as the electron remain on the majority spin state, which is called the adiabatic limit, these spin electromagnetic fields act on the majority-spin electrons like the ordinary U(1) electromagnetic fields. Once we incorporate the effect of interband transitions, we need to consider the nonadiabatic components on the off-diagonal positions of the matrices, for which I will not go into detail in this article. From Equation (9), we can see that the spin magnetic fieldB B B is related to the solid angle spanned by the spatial modulation of the magnetization vector n. A typical magnetic texture that yields such a spin magnetic field is a skyrmion [85] , since ∇θ is in the radial direction and ∇φ is in the azimuthal direction in a rotationally symmetric skyrmion. The spin magnetic field attached to the skyrmions gives rise to the unconventional Hall transport of the conduction electrons, which cannot be described as the regular Hall effect related to the applied magnetic field or the anomalous Hall effect related to the net magnetization of the system [92, 93] . This skyrmioninduced Hall effect, called the topological Hall effect, was successfully measured in some magnetic materials (e.g. MnSi [94, 95] , MnGe [96] , etc.) as a good evidence for the skyrmion crystal phase, which was originally termed the A-phase.
The spin electric fieldẼ E E is induced by dynamics of a magnetic texture. This field exerts a force on the electron, which is referred to as the spin motive force, and drives a conduction current attached to the magnetic texture [97] [98] [99] [100] . The spin motive force was experimentally observed as a current pulse induced by motion of domain walls in magnetic nanowires [101, 102] , and also as a dc voltage induced by ferromagnetic resonance in a combpatterned ferromagnetic film [103] .
The form of the spin electromagnetic fields shown above applies only to the case where the electron system in the absence of the exchange interaction is spin-SU(2) symmetric. In the presence of spin-orbit coupling for the electrons, the spin electromagnetic fields gets modified from the above form; under Rashba spin-orbit coupling, for example, the spin electromagnetic fields acquire additional terms proportional to the Rashba coupling constant [104] [105] [106] . The Weyl dispersion can be viewed as the limit of extermely strong spin-orbit coupling around the band crossing points, which implies that the effect of spin textures on the Weyl electrons should be distinct from that in normal metals, as shall be reviewed in the following sections.
III. WEYL SEMIMETAL AND MAGNETIC TEXTURES
Now we shall see how the interplay between electron transport and magnetic textures gets altered in magnetic Weyl semimetals. Due to strong spin-momentum locking around the Weyl points, the spin gauge field picture introduced in the previous section is no longer applicable to the Weyl electrons. Nevertheless, the effect of magnetic textures can still be mapped to fictitious electromagnetic fields for the Weyl electrons, which are categorized as the axial electromagnetic fields, coupling to the pair of valleys with the opposite signs to each other [78, 80] . This picture is available since the location of the Weyl points depends on the magnetization in magnetic Weyl semimetal, which is the consequence of strong spinmomentum locking around the Weyl points. As a result, spatial and temporal modulations of the magnetization lead to the anomalous responses in the electronic structure and transport [107] , which are distinct from those expected in normal metals.
In this section, I review the effect of magnetic textures on the electrons in magnetic Weyl semimetals based on the idea of the axial magnetic fields. In the first subsection, I review the general characteristics of Weyl semimetals with broken time-reversal symmetry, starting with the toy model. Although Weyl semimetals are intensely studied and known to show various exotic features, here I mainly explain the fundamental features of Weyl semimetals that are necessary for the discussion below on the effect of magnetic textures. Then I introduce spatial and temporal inhomogeneity in the second subsection, to see how the fictitious axial electromagnetic fields are defined associated with magnetic textures. With the idea of the axial electromagnetic fields, I summarize in the third subsection how magnetic textures modulate the electronic structure and transport from macroscopic point of view. Under the dynamics of magnetic texture, in particular, we can see pumping of electric charge attached to the magnetic texture, which is reviewed in the fourth subsection. Finally, in the last subsection, I mention the inverse effect, namely the effect of electron distribution and transport on the magnetic texture dynamics via spin torques, which can also be described by using the idea of the axial electromagnetic fields.
A. Weyl semimetal with broken time-reversal symmetry
The essence of Weyl semimetal is the linear band touching at certain points, namely Weyl points, in momentum space. In contrast to band touching points (Dirac points) in Dirac semimetals, each of which shows fourfold degeneracy due to the protection by timereversal and inversion symmetries, each Weyl point in Weyl semimetals has twofold degeneracy, since either time-reversal or inversion symmetry is broken [72] . Each Weyl point behave as a source or sink of Berry curvature in momentum space, which is defined by Ω(k) = i ∇ k u(k)| × |∇ k u(k) with the Bloch eigenstate |u(k) , and thus a topological charge +1 or −1 is associated with each Weyl point [28, 108] . The net topological charge in momentum space vanishes, i.e. the numbers of sources and sinks cancel each other over the whole Brillouin zone, and hence Weyl points with topological charge + and − arise always in pair(s). This restriction is known as Nielsen-Ninomiya's theorem [109, 110] , which has originally been employed to construct lattice models of chiral fermions for numerical simulations of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [111] .
In a Weyl semimetal with inversion symmetry pre-served but time-reversal symmetry broken [71, 72] , inversion symmetry demands that Weyl points at ±k 0 in momentum space should be paired (see Figure 1 ). Assuming cubic symmetry, the band dispersion in the vicinity of each Weyl node ηk 0 (η = ±) is described by the minimal Hamiltonian
where the Pauli matrices σ denote the electron spin and v F is the Fermi velocity around the Weyl points [71] . (It should be noted that cubic symmetry is not necessarily present in general, which implies that σ may consist not only of spin degrees of freedom but of other degrees of freedom, such as orbital, sublattice, etc., as well.) Thus the Weyl-point separation 2k 0 characterizes the degree of time-reversal symmetry breaking in the system, arising from a magnetization, an external magnetic field, etc.
If k 0 = 0, the Hamiltonian reduces to that of Dirac semimetal with a Dirac point degenerate at k = 0. The electrons residing around the Weyl point at ηk 0 , which we call valley η for short, exhibit spin-momentum locking feature. The electron spin s η,k and the momentum δk ≡ k − ηk 0 are aligned either parallel or antiparallel, depending on the valley index η. In other words, η indicates the helicity (chirality) of the Weyl fermion,
which distinguishes right-handed (η = +) and lefthanded (η = −) modes. The velocity operator in the valley η is given by
whose expectation value for the Bloch state at k becomes proportional to the spin s η,k . The Weyl point η possesses a topological charge −η, with the Berry curvature
for the electron band (with positive energy). This Berry curvature distribution leads to the anomalous Hall effect due to the breaking of time-reversal symmetry [29] [30] [31] [32] . Slicing the Brillouin zone by a plane between the two Weyl points, the first Chern number on this momentum plane, namely the total Berry flux piercing this plane, becomes finite, which leads to the anomalous Hall effect in this system. For instance, if the Weyl points are located at ηk 0 = (0, 0, ±k 0 ) on k z -axis, the Chern number on the plane at fixed k z ∈ [−k 0 , k 0 ] becomes unity, as shown by the purple plane in Figure 1 , leading to the quantized anomalous Hall conductivity σ A(2D) (k z ) = e 2 /2π on this plane [112] . Therefore, summing over the whole Brillouin zone, the anomalous Hall conductivity in xy-plane is given by
which is directly related to the Weyl point separation 2k 0 . The anomalous Hall effect in the bulk is also related with the gapless "Fermi arc" states on the surface [113, 114] . Since the plane at fixed k z ∈ [−k 0 , k 0 ] between the two Weyl points host Chern number 1, as shown above, there arises a gapless edge mode unidirectionally propagating along the one-dimensional edge of this plane. The emergence of such a gapless edge state is common in two-dimensional quantum anomalous Hall insulator (Chern insulator) states, such as the gapped Dirac surface state of a magnetically doped three-dimensional topological insulator [15] [16] [17] [18] 115] . Therefore, on the surface of a Weyl semimetal, the gapless states emerge for −k 0 < k z < k 0 , connecting the locations of the two Weyl points projected onto the surface. We can see from this discussion that, in a Weyl semimetal with broken time-reversal symmetry, the emergence of the gapless Fermi arc state is the surface (boundary) counterpart of the anomalous Hall effect in the bulk, which shall be revisited in Section IV to see the effect of magnetic domain walls. Fermi arcs appear in time-reversalsymmetric Weyl semimetals as well (although they do not show the anomalous Hall effect), which have been clearly seen in angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements [65] [66] [67] [68] . In Dirac semimetals, each Dirac point is doubly degenerate and thus serves as a source of two branches of Fermi arcs, which renders the surface state into closed loops in momentum space, in contrast to open Fermi arcs in Weyl semimetals [116, 117] .
B. Magnetization and axial electromagnetic fields
In Weyl semimetals with broken time-reversal symmetry, the separation of the Weyl points in momentum space characterizes the effect of the breaking of time-reversal symmetry, as seen in the previous subsection. If the breaking of time-reversal symmetry is due to magnetization, modulation in the magnetization yields shift of the Weyl points in momentum space, which can be regarded as an effect of a fictitious vector potential. Based on this idea, we can consider the effect of magnetic textures and their dynamics in terms of fictitious electromagnetic fields for the Weyl electrons.
Let us start from the minimal Hamiltonian Equation (11) . If the background magnetization is coupled to the electron spin σ by the exchange interaction J, its modulation δM gives a perturbation term JδM · σ, which can be incorporated in the Weyl Hamiltonian as
Here A 5 is defined by
which couples to the Weyl electrons in a similar manner to the gauge field, whereas the sign of its coupling depends on the valley index η [78] . In the context of relativistic quantum field theory, a gauge field coupled to the two chirality channels (right/left-handed) of Dirac fermions with the signs opposite to each other is termed the axial gauge field, or the chiral gauge field, which transformes as an axial vector under the parity operation, in contrast to the ordinary gauge field as a polar vector [79] . Since the structure of spin-momentum locking is material-dependent, the correspondence between magnetization and the axial gauge field should be modified in some Weyl materials observed in experiments, which shall be discussed in Section V. Just like the ordinary gauge field, what affects the electronic structure and transport is not the value of A 5 itself but the spatial and temporal structure of A 5 , corresponding to the electromagnetic fields. Let us introduce spatial and temporal structure in δM , yielding the axial gauge potential
Here the spatial and temporal variation in δM should be moderate enough to rely on the axial gauge field picture, since a short-range or high-frequency fluctuation in δM may lead to hybridization of the two valleys (Weyl nodes). Under this condition, we can define the axial electric field
and the axial magnetic field
which couple to the two valleys η = ± with the opposite signs η [107] . The axial electric field comes from dynamics of the magnetization, while the axial magnetic field resides at a curled magnetic texture [78] . The simplest example of a magnetic texture that gives rise to the axial magnetic field is a 180-degree domain wall, as a domain wall always accompanies flip of the magnetization M in real space. In the presence of these axial electromagnetic fields, as in the case of normal electromagnetic fields, the exchange term cannot be absorbed by the local U(1) gauge transformation, and hence they modulate the electron transport at low energy. The pseudo-electromagnetic field picture of magnetic textures is also available for the two-dimensional Dirac electrons on surfaces of topological insulators, as they show spin-momentum locking around the Dirac point in the surface Brillouin zone [118] . With this picture, electric charging of magnetic textures, arising from the fictitious magnetic flux corresponding to the magnetic texture, was proposed on topological insulator surfaces [118, 119] . It should be noted that there are two major differences. Since the surface of topological insulator show only a single Dirac cone, the pseudoelectromagnetic fields from magnetic textures couple to the surface Dirac electrons just like the ordinary electromagnetic fields. Moreover, only the in-plane two components of magnetization contributes to the pseudoelectromagnetic fields for the surface Dirac electrons, since the out-of-plane component does not shift but gaps out the surface Dirac point. These properties are in clear contrast to those in the axial electromagnetic field picture, which is defined for the pair of Weyl points in three dimensions.
Although the idea of the axial electromagnetic fields introduced here appears similar to the spin electromagnetic fields mentioned in the previous section, they are different in some aspects. Conceptually, while the spin electromagnetic fields are obtained by projecting the exchange coupling term to the magnetic textures onto the majority/minority spin states, the axial electromagnetic fields for the Weyl electrons are derived by projecting them onto the fully spin-momentum-locked states around the Weyl nodes. The idea of the axial electromagnetic fields is applicable to the limit of a strong spin-momentum locking and a weak spin splitting, which is opposite to the situation for the spin electromagnetic fields. From the phenomenological point of view, the species of magnetic textures that lead to the axial electromagnetic fields in Weyl semimetals is much broader than that for the spin electromagnetic fields in normal metals. For instance, the spin magnetic fieldB B B given by Equation (10) in normal magnetic metals requires at least two-dimensional magnetic textures, such as skyrmions (see Equation (9)). On the other hand, the axial magnetic field B 5 can be generated even from a one-dimensional spin texture, such as a domain wall (the case for domain walls shall be discussed in detail in Section IV). Moreover, dynamics of even a uniform magnetization can lead to the axial electric field E 5 in a Weyl semimetal, which is in a clear contrast with the spin electric fieldẼ E E, namely the spin motive force, requiring dynamics of a spin texture. Such a difference arises because the axial gauge potential A 5 is tied directly to the local magnetization M , whereas the spin gauge potential comes from the spin connection, which corresponds to the relative angle between two neighboring spins. Therefore, the effect of magnetic textures on the electron transport in Weyl semimetals should be qualitatively different from that in normal magnetic metals, as long as the electrons are fully spin-momentum-locked on the Fermi surface.
While the idea of the axial electromagnetic fields is introduced to describe the effect of magnetic textures here, the axial electromagnetic fields can also be reproduced by lattice strain in Dirac and Weyl semimetals [80, [120] [121] [122] .
Since a lattice site displacement leads to the modulation of hopping amplitudes and shifts the Dirac/Weyl points, a lattice strain, namely a spatially nonuniform lattice displacement, can be regarded as the axial electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of the Dirac/Weyl points. The effect of the strain-induced axial magnetic field has been intensely studied over recent few years from the theoretical point of view: Landau quantization [121] , modulation of the Fermi arc structure [123] , and quantum oscillations due to the Weyl orbits connecting bulk and surface [124, 125] , has been predicted under the straininduced axial magnetic field. It is also proposed that spatial modulation in the chemical composition of antiperovskite Dirac materials can replicate the pseudomagnetic field for the Dirac electrons, since the locations of the Dirac points in those materials are related to the ratio of the chemical composition [126] . The discussions below about the effect of axial gauge fields can be applied to those systems in almost the similar manner, while this article will not go into details of them.
C. Charge and current responses to axial electromagnetic fields
The axial electromagnetic fields couple to the Weyl electrons in the same manner with the realistic electromagnetic fields, as long as the Weyl nodes can well be treates separately. Therefore, provided that the length scale of the magnetic texture and the time scale of the magnetization dynamics are much longer than those corresponding to the Weyl-node separation k 0 , one may consider the behavior of the electrons within the individual valley η = ±, under the net electromagnetic fields
With these electromagnetic fields, one can estimate the charge and current responses phenomenologically for each Weyl node [78, 80, 107] . Here I focus on the responses to the fields up to their first order O(E η , B η ), and assume that the Fermi level µ of the electrons is well defined in equilibrium around the Weyl nodes. The currents induced by (E, B) and (E 5 , B 5 ) are summarized in Figure 2 and Table I .
Equilibrium response
Let us start from the static system, without any driving by electric field E or magnetization dynamics characterized by E 5 . In the presence of a magnetic field B η , including the axial field B 5 from magnetic textures, it induces the Landau quantization with the cyclotron frequency ω c = v F 2e|B η | [127] , just like the quantum Hall effect in two-dimensional Dirac electron systems, such as graphene [128, 129] . In particular, the zeroth Landau level is linearly dispersed along the direction of ηB η for each valley η = ±, with the velocity v F . The density of states of this zeroth Landau state (per single valley) is given by ν η = e|B η |/4π 2 v F , which is independent of the Fermi energy µ due to its one-dimensional unidirectional dispersion. Therefore, if the Fermi level µ lies below the first Landau level 1 (k z = 0) = ω c so that it may cross only the zeroth Landau levels, the electric charge is accumulated around the magnetic flux, with the charge density
summed over the two valleys. (Note that the background charge density without the magnetic field is negligible around the charge neutrality, since the charge density of free Weyl electrons is proportional to µ 3 .) In particular, even in the absence of the realistic magnetic field B, the axial magnetic flux B 5 (r) from a magnetic texture leads to the localized charge, with its density
at the magnetic texture [121] . This localized charge is explicitly derived under a one-dimensional domain wall in terms of the Fermi arc modes localized at the boundary [130, 131] ; see Section IV for detail. Altough the spatially localized charge in metallic regime is inevitably screened once we consider the Coulomb interaction, the screening effect is smaller than that in normal metals, since the density of states in topological semimetals becomes small around the band crossing points [132] .
Since the zeroth Landau level for each valley is dispersed along the direction of ηB η , the electrons in this Landau level contribute to the current
for each valley η [121, 133] , where a bold symbol with a "hat" denotes its unit vector (X ≡ X/|X|). Therefore, the net current induced by the magnetic fields reads
which depends only on the axial magnetic field B 5 (see Figure 2(b) ). This effect is named the chiral pseudomagnetic effect or the chiral axial magnetic effect in literatures [107, 134, 135] .
The chiral pseudomagnetic effect is the axial counterpart of the chiral magnetic effect, namely the current generation by a magnetic field B in the presence of chemical potential imbalance between two valleys (left/righthanded fermions), which has long been known in the context of chiral fermions at high energy (heavy ion collisions, neutron stars, etc.) [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] . It is shown that the chiral magnetic effect in equilibrium is absent in lattice systems, since the imbalance in the Fermi levels of two valleys within the same lattice model is not available   TABLE I . Summary of the current responses generated by the normal electromagnetic fields (EMFs) (E, B) and the axial EMFs (E5, B5). For the cell "not applicable", see (ii) in Section III C 2.
Classification Normal EMFs Axial EMFs Chiral magnetic effect j
in equilibrium [141, 142] . The magnetic field B in equilibrium contributes only to the axial current (see Figure  2 (a)): j [143] . The chiral magnetic effect is thus sought for in inequilibrium [144] [145] [146] [147] ; the negative magnetoresistance in Dirac/Weyl semimetals is a typical inequilibrium phenomenon that stems from the chiral magnetic effect [33, 34] .
The chiral pseudomagnetic effect due to the axial magnetic field B 5 , on the other hand, can locally induce an equilibrium current. One can qualitatively understand this local equilibrium current in connection with the orbital magnetization M orb of the electron system, by the relation j(r) = ∇ × M orb (r) [133] . The logic is threefold: (i) The orbital magnetization M orb of a Weyl semimetal appears proportional to the spin magnetization M . (This can be easily understood if M is uniform, as the surfaces host a circulating current carried by the Fermi-arc states.) (ii) If there is a spatial inhomogeneity in M (r), the orbital magnetization M orb (r) is also inhomogeneous, leading to the local current j(r) = ∇ × M orb (r) present in the bulk. (iii) Since ∇×M (r) corresponds to the axial magnetic field B 5 (r), we can regard this local current j(r) as the bound current localized at the axial magnetic flux B 5 (r). (This bound current was calculated explicitly under a magnetic domain wall [130] .) It was also numerically demonstrated on lattice models that an axial magnetic field corresponding to lattice strain leads to an equilibrium current localized at the torsion axis, although the net current over the whole system is zero [121, 148] .
Nonequilibrium response
When the electric fields E η are switched on, the electron distribution is driven to nonequilibrium state and it gives rise to various current responses. E η consists of the normal electric field E and the axial electric field E 5 corresponding to the dynamics of magnetization. Up to the linear response to E η , the current response in Weyl semimetals is classified into three contributions: (i) the drift current, (ii) the anomalous Hall current, and (iii) the regular Hall current [107] . I summarize these contributions below, first using the generalized electric field E η , and then limiting it to the axial electric field E 5 corresponding to the magnetization dynamics in the magnetic Weyl semimetal.
Chiral magnetic effect
Drift
FIG. 2.
Schematic pictures of the current responses induced by the normal electromagnetic fields (E, B) and the axial magnetic fields (E5, B5). Small circles located at the band crossing points denote the valley indices η = ±. For the cell "not applicable", see (ii) in Section III C 2.
(i) The drift effect is the current response longitudinal to the applied electric field E η , given by
for each valley η (see Figure 2 (a)). Here σ D η denotes the longitudinal conductivity for valley η, which is well defined as long as the Fermi surfaces of the two valleys are well separated in momentum space so that the intervalley scattering can be negligible. Under this condition, σ D η can be estimated semiclassically: σ D η = e 2 v 2 F D(µ)τ /3 for spherically symmetric Weyl dispersion, where D(µ) = µ 2 /2π 2 v 3 F is the density of states (per single Weyl cone) and τ is the transport relaxation time.
In the absence of the realistic electric field E, the current and the axial current induced by the axial electric field E 5 are given by
In magnetic Weyl semimetals, the two valleys have the identical structure due to its inversion symmetry. Therefore, the longitudinal conductivities for the two valleys are equal, and hence the axial electric field induces no net current j (D) = 0 (see Figure 2(d) ); it only drives the axial current j (D) 5 , which corresponds to the spin accumulation σ if spin and momentum are fully locked.
(ii) The anomalous Hall effect is the current response transverse to the applied electric field. In contrast to the regular Hall effect, the anomalous Hall effect does not require any magnetic field and arises from other timereversal symmetry breaking effect, such as magnetization [149] . As is well known, the anomalous Hall effect can be classified into the extrinsic effect coming from the asymmetric scattering by impurities and the intrinsic effect due to the anomalous velocity driven by the nonzero Berry curvature in momentum space. In magnetic Weyl semimetals, as shown in Section III A, the intrinsic anomalous Hall effect arises from the separation of two Weyl points: the induced current is given by
where the anomalous Hall conductivity is tied to the Weyl-point separation 2k 0 as σ A = (e 2 /2π 2 )|k 0 | (see Figure 2(e)). Since this intrinsic Hall effect comes from all the occupied states below the Fermi level, it cannot be separated to the individual valleys. Thus the "axial electric field" picture cannot be applied to see the intrinsic anomalous Hall effect contribution (the cells "not appliable" in Table I and Figure 2 (f)); it may depend on the modulation of band structure by the magnetic texture dynamics away from the Weyl points.
(iii) The regular Hall effect is the current response induced by the electric field E η in the presence of the magnetic field B η : provided the regular Hall conductivity σ H η is defined for the valleys η separately, the current is written as
The Hall conductivity σ H η can be estimated in either semiclassical or quantum regime, depending on the magnetic field strength |B η |, the Fermi energy µ, and the level broadening effect τ −1 by impurities. = (e 2 /4π 2 )(µ/v F ), which is the three-dimensional counterpart of the two-dimensional quantum Hall conductivity e 2 /2π [127] .
• Semiclassical regime: If the Fermi level µ is far beyond the Landau-level spacing ∼ ω c , we can treat the Hall transport unquantized. The semiclassical Hall conductivity from the Boltzmann transport theory is given by σ
In the absence of the realistic electromagnetic fields, the axial electromagnetic fields (E 5 , B 5 ), corresponding to the dynamics and texture of the magnetization in a magnetic Weyl semimetal, are the only source of the regular Hall effect. Since both E 5 and B 5 couple to the valley η by the sign η, the regular Hall current is induced in the same direction for the two valleys (see Figure 2 (h)),
In particular, if the axial magnetic field B 5 is strong enough to reach the quantum regime, the net regular Hall current for the two valleys is simply given as
which is independent of the field strength |B 5 |.
In addition to the current responses mentioned above, the Weyl fermions are subject to the chiral anomaly, namely the violation of charge conservation in the presence of electromagnetic fields. The idea of chiral anomaly was originally established in the context of relativistic field theory, to account for the anomalous decay of a pion [150, 151] , and recently it has been intensely applied to Dirac and Weyl electrons in materials [152] . If we naively focus on the electron dynamics around the Fermi surface, the chiral anomaly states that charge conservation within each valley (chirality) η = ± is violated by the electromagnetic fields (E η , B η ) as
which is called the covariant anomaly [153, 154] . The covariant anomaly, however, appears to violate the conservation of net charge as
This unphysical situation is resolved by supplementing the regularization-dependent terms in the Lagrangian, namely the "Bardeen polynomials" [155, 156] . This treatment yields the charge-conserving relation
which is called the consistent anomaly. The Bardeen polynomials correspond to the current and charge carried by the occupied states away from the valleys in the context of Weyl semimetals on lattice, including the anomalous Hall current j (A) mentioned above [123, 148] . The consistent anomaly leads to the chiral charge imbalance, namely the imbalance in the numbers of right-handed and left-handed fermions, which gives rise to several observable phenomena; for instance, the negative magnetoresistance in Dirac/Weyl semimetals is described as the combined effect of the chiral charge imbalance from the anomaly and the current induction by the chiral magnetic effect [34] . While the chiral anomaly is present under the axial electromagnetic fields as well, I will not go into detail in the discussions below, since it does not modulate the net charge and current profiles at linear response to those fields.
D. Charge pumping by magnetic texture dynamics
Based on the forementioned list of current responses to the axial electromagnetic fields, we are now ready to discuss the charge and current responses to the dynamics of magnetic textures in a Weyl semimetal. If there is a magnetic texture M (r, t) that is spatially localized and temporally modulating, we can define the axial electric field E 5 and the axial magnetic field B 5 localized at the magnetic texture [Equations (19) and (20)]. If the spatial and temporal modulations of the magnetic texture are moderate enough compared to the mean-free path and time of the electrons, we can consider the axial electromagnetic fields locally uniform within these scales, which enables us to use the macroscopic response picture summarized above in the vicinity of the magnetic texture. Here I focus on the local current distribution in response to the axial electromagnetic fields, and derive the dynamics of electric charge distribution accompanied with the magnetic texture dynamics [107, 157] .
In the absence of real electromagnetic fields (E, B), the chiral pseudomagnetic effect j (C) and the regular Hall effect j (H) are the only contribution to the net charge current j ind (r, t), up to linear response to the axial electromagnetic fields (E 5 , B 5 ). Since the chiral anomaly from E 5 · B 5 leads only to the chiral charge imbalance and does not violate the net charge conservation, we can use the charge conservation relation
to estimate the charge density profile δρ(r, t) modulated (pumped) by the magnetic texture dynamics. Since the chiral pseudomagnetic effect contribution j (C) ∝ B 5 ∝ ∇ × A 5 is divergence-free, the only contribution to the pumped charge δρ is from the regular Hall current j (H) . If the magnetic texture is well localized so that the axial magnetic field should be strong enough, only the zeroth Landau level contributes to the charge pumping; substituting j (H) in the quantum regime [Equation (31) ] to the charge conservation relation Equation (35) , one obtains the relation
from which one can derive the time evolution of the charge distribution δρ(r, t) induced by the magnetic texture dynamics.
Assuming there is no curl in the direction of the axial magnetic fieldB 5 , the second term in the right hand side of Equation (36) vanishes and this relation can be further simplified. While it is difficult to rewrite this condition for the magnetic texture M (r) in general, we can consider some extreme cases that satisfy this condition: if M (r) is aligned within a certain plane, which can be realized under a strong easy-plane magnetic anisotropy, B 5 points perpendicular to this plane and thusB 5 becomes homogeneous. In such cases, by using the general relation ∇ × E 5 = −∂ t B 5 , we obtain a further simplified relation
This relation is consistent with Equation (23) obtained in equilibrium. Therefore, we can see that the localized charge ρ B arising from the axial magnetic flux B 5 moves together with the dynamics of magnetic texture.
The charge pumping effect in magnetic Weyl semimetal appears similar to the current induction by the spin motive force in normal magnetic metals, mentioned in Section II. Their difference can be understood by considering the work (energy transfer) on the electrons exerted by the magnetic texture. The spin motive force in normal metals act on an electron as the drift force −eẼ E E by the spin electric fieldẼ E E. Since the drift force exerts a work on the transported electron, the energy of the magnetic texture dynamics is eventually transferred to the ensemble of electrons, which is usually dissipated via the electron scattering by impurities. On the other hand, in magnetic Weyl semimetals, the driving force from the axial electromagnetic fields (E 5 , B 5 ) is the Lorentz force −eṙ × B 5 , which is perpendicular to the path of the electron. Therefore, it does not exert a work on the electrons, and the magnetic texture dynamics does not lose its energy by this pumping effect. The energy is dissipated only via the Gilert damping of the constituent spins in the magnetic texture, so that the magnetic texture dynamics does not significantly heat up the Weyl electrons. In this sense, this pumping effect in magnetic Weyl semimetal can be regarded "adiabatic" [107] .
E. Field-induced dynamics of magnetic textures
So far we have seen that the electron dynamics driven by magnetic texture dynamics can be understood with the idea of the axial electromagnetic fields. Similarly, driving of magnetic texture dynamics by the electrons, namely the spin transfer torque and the spin-orbit torque, can also be formulated by using the idea of the axial electromagnetic fields [157] .
Generally speaking, the spin torque is induced by the electron spin accumulation σ . It gives an effective magnetic field J σ on the magnetization vector n via the exchange interaction J, leading to the torque T = J σ ×n. In a Weyl semimetal of the toy model Equation (11), in particular, the spin accumulation is given equivalent to the axial current,
by using Equation (13), where · η denotes the expectation value within valley η. Therefore, we here need to focus on the axial current response to estimate the fieldinduced torques on the magnetic texture.
When an electric field E is applied to the magnetic texture, there arises a spin-transfer torque described by the regular Hall effect [157] : since the magnetic texture accompanies the axial magnetic field B 5 , the current driven by the regular Hall effect is an axial current,
in the quantum regime. As a result, the regular Hall effect induces spin accumulation localized at the magnetic texture, leading to the switching of magnetization via the spin torque. In contrast to the conventional spin transfer torque driven by conduction current, the spin torque noted here does not require a conduction current. Therefore, although the Weyl electrons cannot be transmitted through a sharp magnetic texture, as the valleys are shifted in momentum space in accordance with the magnetization, this spin torque is still present and drives a motion of the magnetic texture. This effect can also be regarded macroscopically as the electric driving of the localized charge ρ B shown above attached to the magnetic texture [130, 131] . In magnetic Weyl semimetals, it is also proposed that an external magnetic field B under a gate voltage induces a spin torque, which is termed charge (voltage)-induced spin torque [158, 159] . This effect can be described in terms of the chiral magnetic effect: when the Fermi level is lifted by δµ due to the gate voltage, the magnetic field B induces the axial current
which is the axial current counterpart of the chiral magnetic effect (see Figure 2(a) ). Therefore, if the gate voltage δµ is applied in a limited area, the spin accumulation, corresponding to the axial current j (C) 5 , enables one to switch the magnetization within this area, without driving any electric current.
IV. EXAMPLE: MAGNETIC DOMAIN WALLS
Based on the general theory about magnetic texture dynamics in Weyl semimetals, let us focus on the effect of magnetic domain walls in this section, as a typical example. There have been several theoretical works on the electron dynamics and transport in the presence of magnetic domain walls in magnetic Weyl semimetals. It was seen both analytically and numerically that a magnetic domain wall in a Weyl semimetal gives rise to a large domain-wall magnetoresistance, due to the mismatch of the electron helicity beyond the domain wall [160, 161] .
One of the peculiar features of magnetic domain walls in Weyl semimetals is the emergence of one-dimensional zero modes localized at the domain wall [130, 131] . These zero modes can be regarded as the remnant of the surface Fermi arc of Weyl semimetal. Macroscopically, this localized mode corresponds to the Landau states under the axial magnetic field from the domain wall texture. Let us here see this correspondence by using a typical one-dimensional domain wall structure.
For a one-dimensional magnetic domain wall, several types of internal structure are possible. If the domain wall is centered at x = 0 and the magnetization in each region separated by the domain wall points to the direction parallel to the wall, i.e. M (x → ∞) = ±M 0 e z , the internal structure of the domain wall can be formulated as
where the length scale w corresponds to the thickness of the domain wall. The internal structure is characterized by the angle α: the Néel domain wall, in which the magnetization is twisted in a coplanar manner (within xz-plane), corresponds to α = 0, π, whereas the Bloch domain wall, in which the magnetization is twisted transverse to x-axis (within yzplane), corresponds to α = ±π/2. In realistic magentic materials, the internal structure of the domain wall is governed by the magnetic anisotropy and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (under the broken inversion symmetry). The head-to-head domain wall M (x) = M 0 (± tanh(x/w), 0, sech(x/w)) can also be considered, which we will not go into details in this article. Under this domain wall, the Weyl electrons feel the axial magnetic field [Equation (20) ] which is localized around the domain wall at x = 0 (see Figure 3 ). As seen in the previous section, this axial magnetic field leads to the Landau quantization and gives rise to the locaized charge ρ B (x) around the domain wall. If we assume that the Fermi level µ is in the quantum regime, i.e. µ is between the zeroth and first Landau levels throughout the whole system, only the zeroth Landau level contributes to the localized charge and the induced charge density obeys Equation (23) . Thus the localized charge per unit area of the domain wall can be estimated as
for each type of the domain wall [107] . This result was verified analytically for Néel domain wall using the Jackiw-Rebbi formalism [130] , and numerically for both types of domain walls using the lattice model [131] , which implies that the zeroth Landau level considered in this macroscopic description really has a dominant contribution to the charging of domain walls. It was seen in these literatures that the localized modes contributing to the charging show the band structure similar to the Fermi arcs on the surface, crossing the zero-energy plane by an open countour that bridges two Weyl points in momentum space. The equilibrium current j (C) from the chiral pseudomagnetic effect [Equation (25) ] was also explicitly seen by using the wave functions of the localized modes.
What will occur to this localized charge if the domain wall is moving? In order to see the dynamical behavior, here I assume that the domain wall is parallelly moving with velocity V DW for simplicity, which is reproduced by substituting the position x in Equation (41) by x − V DW t(≡ x ). Such a domain wall motion can be driven by, for example, applying a magnetic field externally. The motion of the domain wall yields both the axial magnetic field, given by substitution x → x in Equation (42) , and the axial electric field
Since B 5 and E 5 are perpendicular to one another, they give rise to the regular Hall current j (H) localized at the domain wall (see Figure 3 ). Among the regular Hall current, its x-component
contributes to the pumping of the localized charge, satisfying the charge conservation ∂ t ρ B + ∂ x j (H) x = 0. Therefore, we can see from the macroscopic axial electromagnetic field picture that a magnetic domain wall in the Weyl semimetal bears a certain amount of localized charge depending on the internal structure of the domain wall, and that the localized charge is carried along with the motion of the domain wall, which can be regarded as the regular Hall current driven by the axial electromagnetic fields.
The localized modes discussed here can also be understood in connection with the Jackiw-Rebbi mode, which arises as the zero-energy solitonic solution of the Dirac equation localized at a domain wall in the Dirac mass term [162] . Let us consider the case of a Néel domain wall (α = 0 in Equation (41)). By taking the transverse momentum components k y to zero and k z to a fixed value, the Weyl Hamiltonian coupled with the magnetic texture reduces to a one-dimensional Dirac Hamiltonian along x,
with the x-dependent Dirac mass term m η,kz (x) = ηv F k z + JM 0 tanh x w . By the U(1) gauge transformation with U (x) = exp −iη JM0 vF dx sech x w , the Hamiltonian can be further reduced as H η,kz = −iv F η∂ x σ x + m η,kz (x)σ z , to which one can apply Jackiw-Rebbi's discussion. The localized zero mode arises when m η,kz (x) changes its sign at x = 0, which occurs if |k z | < JM 0 /v F , corresponding to the condition for the surface Fermi arc. While the Jackiw-Rebbi mode interpretation is successful for the Néel domain wall, it is not applicable to the Bloch domain wall, since the Hamiltonian cannot exactly be reduced to the Jackiw-Rebbi form by the gauge transformation due to the z-component in B 5 (see Equation (42) ). Thus we need correction by the pseudomagnetic fields to Jackiw-Rebbi's discussion, when we investigate spin-momentum-locked electrons under magnetic domain walls.
It is suggested that the localized charge on the domain wall can serve as a "knob" for the manipulation of the domain wall motion by an external electric field; this electric manipulation was numerically simulated by solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation on the lattice model, using the spin torques mentioned in Section III E [157] .
V. MAGNETIC TEXTURES IN VARIOUS WEYL SEMIMETALS
So far we have taken a fully spin-momentum locked Weyl semimetal model, namely the minimal model containing σ · k term, to get an intuitive understanding on the interplay between spin-momentum locking of the electrons and real-space magnetic textures. In realistic Weyl semimetal materials, on the other hand, the spinmomentum locking structure around the Weyl points is material-dependent, since the band crossing comes from spin-orbit coupling characteristic to each material. As I have mentioned in the first Section, significant progress in the material-based first-principle calculations and the experimental measurement techniques has enabled us to observe several compounds as candidates for Weyl semimetals. In this section, I review the current status of theoretical and experimental works on realizing ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic Weyl semimetals, and see how magnetic textures and the electronic properties are related in these materials.
A. Topological insulator multilayers
From the early days of the theoretical works on Weyl semimetals, it has been proposed that the ferromagnetic Weyl semimetal phase can be realized in magnetic multilayers composed of thin films of magnetically-doped topological insulator (TI) and normal insulator (NI) [71, 72] . When a 3D TI is magnetically doped, its surface Dirac cone becomes gapped out due to the breaking of timereversal symmetry by the ferromagnetic order, leading to the quantum anomalous Hall effect [16, 17, 115] . By stacking these TI films with NI films in between, the top and bottom surface states of the TI films are moderately coupled due to intralayer and interlayer tunneling, leading to the band dispersion perpendicular to the layers. Depending on the ratio between the intralayer and interlayer tunneling amplitudes, the system can exhibit 3D TI and NI phases. Between these phases emerges the Weyl semimetal phase, with closing of the band gap at the Weyl points [163] .
The Hamiltonian around the Weyl points can be symbolically written as
where σ x,y,z are the spin Pauli matrices mixed with orbital degrees of freedom. The function m(k z ), governed by the tunneling amplitudes and the exchnge energy by the magnetic dopants, reaches zero at two k z points, corresponding to the Weyl points. In this Hamiltonian, the in-plane spin-momentum locking is inherited from that of the TI surface states and hence is Rashba-like [164, 165] . Therefore, an in-plane magnetization leads to an effective vector potential perpendicular to the magnetization direction. On the other hand, the out-of-plane magnetization gives rise to shift of the Weyl points along k z -axis via the m(k z )-term, yielding an out-of-plane effective vector potential. Since all three components of spin are coupled to momentum, the magnetic textures formed by the magnetic dopants in this system lead to the charge and current profile similar to those listed up in Section III, except for the in-plane spin texture here being twisted by 90 degrees from that under the (k · σ)-Hamiltonian, due to the Rashba-like spin-momentum locking. (Since the spin Pauli matrices here are mixed with orbital degrees of freedom, the effective vector potentials mentioned here should be viewed as the mixture of the normal and axial vector potentials.) Similarly to the TI multilayers, it is proposed that a magnetically doped bulk 3D TI can also exhibit the Weyl semimetal phase provided that the doping ratio is properly tuned: the Weyl phase again emerges as the intermediate phase between the TI and NI phases [166] . From the mean-field theory, it was shown that about 10 percent doping of Cr in Bi 2 (Se x Te 1−x ) 3 can drive the system from the TI phase into the Weyl phase. Since it is based on the band inversion by spin-orbit coupling in TI, the spin-momentum locking structure in this system is similar to that in the above multilayer system, where the in-plane part is given by the Rashba-like form.
B. Layered kagome ferromagnet: Co3Sn2S2
Recent studies suggested that a cobalt-based shandite material Co 3 Sn 2 S 2 works well as a Weyl semimetal with the ferromagnetic order [75] [76] [77] . The ferromagnetic order consists of the magnetic moments in Co atoms arranged in kagome-lattice layers, with the out-of-plane magnetic moment ∼ 0.3µ B for each Co atom [167] . The Weyl points due to the breaking of time-reversal symmetry reside just 60meV beyond the Fermi energy, with no other bands crossing the Fermi level [75] . Thus Co 3 Sn 2 S 2 may serve as a good platform for realizing the anomalous transport characteristic to Weyl semimetals: for instance, first-principle calculations and transport measurements show both a large anoumalous Hall conductivity up to ∼ 10 3 Ω −1 cm −1 and a large anomalous Hall angle (the ratio of the anomalous Hall conductivity to the longitudinal conductivity) up to ∼ 20, which are not simultaneously reached in conventional magnetic materials [75] . The Weyl band structure and the emergent Fermi arcs on surface were also observed by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) measurements [77] .
Identification of magnetic textures in kagome magnets is also an important question from the viewpoint of magnetism, as the kagome lattice can host various kinds of unconventional spin correlations, such as the spin frustration and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. From the measurement of magnetization and ac susceptibility by superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID), an anomalous magnetic phase (A-phase) distinct from the ferromagnetic phase was observed in Co 3 Sn 2 S 2 , which appears just below the Curie temperature T C = 173K at low magnetic field [168] . It was suggested that this phase may host nonuniform spin textures such as stripe domains, magnetic bubbles, or biskyrmions. Further observation of magnetic textures in the A-phase, by neutron scattering, magnetic force microscopy, etc., is now pending.
Due to its layered structure, spin-orbit coupling in Co 3 Sn 2 S 2 is higly anisotropic, which may result in an anisotropy in the spin-momentum locking structure around the Weyl points. It was suggested by the firstprinciples calculations that a rotation of the magnetization from the out-of-plane direction to the in-plane direction eventually modulates the arrangement of the Weyl nodes, with their complicated trajectories in the Brillouin zone [169] . It was also theoretically confirmed that a simplified two-orbital tight-binding model on kagome lattice with Kane-Mele-type spin-orbit interaction well reproduces the Weyl-node structure observed in the firstprinciples calculations [170] ; their agreement implies that the out-of-plane spin component dominantly participates in spin-orbit coupling in Co 3 Sn 2 S 2 , in the vicinity of the Fermi level. As a result, we can roughly expect that the out-of-plane component of the magnetization shifts the Weyl nodes and contributes to the pseudo-gauge field, as we have seen in the spin-momentum-locked model Hamiltonian, while the in-plane component couples to the electron spin conventionally as in normal metals. The effect of the experimentally-suggested magnetic textures mentioned above on the electronic structure and transport is left as an important question for future spintronics application of this material.
C. Noncollinear antiferromagnet: Mn3Sn
While we have so far focused on the Weyl semimetals with time-reversal symmetry broken by ferromagnetism, we may also consider antiferromagnets with Weyl-node structure. Mn 3 Sn and Mn 3 Ge are known to exhibit both antiferromagnetism and the Weyl nodes, which was first proposed by first-principles calculations [73] and later manifestly observed by transport and ARPES measurements [74, [171] [172] [173] [174] . Mn atoms are responsible for the antiferromagnetic order in these materials, arranged in kagome-lattice layers. The magnetic moments on these kagome sites form a 120-degree noncollinear antiferromagnetic order, with the Néel temperature up to ∼ 430K in Mn 3 Sn [175] [176] [177] [178] . It is understood that this noncollinear antiferromagnetism arises from the combination of the antiferromagnetic excchange coupling and the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction. Although their net magnetization is vanishingly small (∼ 0.002µ B for each Mn atom) [176, 177] and the scalar spin chirality is zero, it was numerically and experimentally observed that these materials show large anomalous Hall conductivity [171] [172] [173] , which can be regarded as an effect from the strong Berry flux in momentum space around the Weyl points. A tight-binding model calculation on kagome layers confirmed that the k-space Berry curvature indeed reproduces this large anomalous Hall conductivity around the Fermi level [179] . Although there exist trivial metallic bands in addition to the Weyl cones at the Fermi level so that they cannot be regarded as "semimetals", the Weyl points thus contribute strongly to the anomalous transport properties.
One can consider a spatial modulation of this 120degree pattern at macroscopic length scales much longer than the lattice constant. Since there is no unified order parameter such as magnetization in ferromagnets and Néel vector (staggered magnetization) in collinear antiferromagnets, one should pick up some other vectorial quantity that characterizes the macroscopic magnetic textures. One powerful quantity that we can rely on is the cluster octupole moment, which was derived by the multipole expansion in each cluster [180] . It has the same symmetry as the magnetic dipole moment, and gives rise to the anomalous Hall effect in the same manner with dipole. Domain structure identified by the cluster octupole moment was experimentally distinguished by measuring the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) [181] .
Since the spin-momentum locking structure is complex due to the noncollinear spin texture, it seems difficult to apply the pseudo-gauge field picture to treat the effect of macroscopic magnetic textures. One way to resolve this problem theoretically is to list up the possible terms allowed by the symmetry of the system. In Reference [182] , the structure of domain wall in the kagome antiferromagnet was parameterized by the in-plane twisting angle of the noncollinear order, and the current-induced domain-wall dynamics was qualitatively discussed by using the collective force on the domain wall allowed by the symmetry. The orbital magnetization may be helpful to understand the qualitative effect of magnetic textures on the shift of Weyl points, since they are closely related via the intrinsic anomalous Hall conductivity [183, 184] . It was seen by the tight-binding model calculation that the direction and magnitude of the orbital magnetization significantly depend on the tilting angles of the noncollinear spins [179] . Thus one can assume that a twist in the noncollinear spin texture leads to shift of Weyl points, giving rise to the pseudo-gauge field texture.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have reviewed the current understanding of the interplay between magnetic textures and electronic properties in magnetic Weyl semimetals. Since the magnetization contributes to the shift of Weyl points in momentum space, the effect of magnetic textures on the electrons can be effectively treated as axial gauge fields, with which one can macroscopically treat the electronic structure and transport in a similar manner with those under the realistic electromagnetic fields. In contrast to the spin gauge fields A(r) in normal metals, which depend on spatial gradients in the magnetization pattern ∇M (r) (Section II), the axial gauge fields A 5 (r) for the Weyl electrons is directly related to the local magnetization M (r) due to spin-momentum locking (Section III). From this difference, we have seen that the electronic structure in Weyl semimetals gets largely altered by magnetic textures; even a simple one-dimensional domain wall leads to the localization and pumping of electric charge, as we have seen in Section IV.
We have mainly focused on the effect of long-range and low-frequency magnetic textures introduced by hand in this article. On the other hand, magnetically ordered materials generally host spin-wave excitations, namely magnons, which arise as collective dynamics in the precession of spins interacting with each other. It is well known that magnons carry spin current [185] , and hence their properties are being intensely studied to make use of them as carriers in spintronics devices, generically termed as magnonics [186, 187] . Since magnons can couple to spin-momentum-locked Weyl electrons in magnetic Weyl semimetals, there have been several theoretical proposals about magnon-induced anomalous responses [78, 188, 189] . Interplay between electrons and magnons in realistic Weyl semimetals needs to be questioned in future studies [190] .
